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The most helpful tool in a developer’s sleeve is the Integrated Development Environ-
ment - it makes the development process much easier, for example: auto completion,
building the project within the IDE, version control, etc. Qt Creator provides many
features, and these features can be extended by writing plugins for Qt Creator. In
this thesis my goal was to show how can plugins be created for Qt Creator, via ex-
amples, diagrams and explanations how Qt Creator is structured, and how it can be
extended, because there are only a very few documentations for plugin creation, and
they are only scratching the surface - for example there are no guides how to add
an options page, how to add a task, etc. Chapter 2 provides an in-depth guide/doc-
umentation how Qt Creators Plugins work, how they can be created, their lifecycle,
and also how to do several things within Qt Creator. Two plugins have also been de-
veloped, one for embedding CodeChecker’s functionalities into Qt Creator, and the
other is for embedding MetashellUI (an already existing Qt based UI for Metashell
- developed for my BSc thesis) to provide an interactive template metaprogram in-
terpreter into the IDE. Overall, this thesis shows how Qt Creator plugins work, and




2.1 About Qt Creator
Qt Creator is an Integrated Development Environment mainly used to develop soft-
wares using the Qt Framework, but it’s also very good for development in C++,
it has auto-completion, and syntax highlight. It also provides a visual interface for
debuggers, a form designer for Qt GUI elements. Qt Creator is also cross-platform,
it can be used on Windows, Linux, and also Mac. Qt Creator’s functionalities also
include version control management - such as Git, for debug purposes it has an in-
terface for Valgrind, and Clang static analyzers, and anyone can create a plugin to
help the developer with the development process. The Qt Creator plugin interface
gives a lot of freedom to the plugin’s developer, but it should be used with care, and
try not to break things, functionalities in Qt Creator, or crash the entire IDE - it’s
the developers responsibility to create a well-functioning bug-free plugin.
2.2 Creating a Qt Creator plugin
Some preparations are needed for creating a Qt Creator plugin, first, you’ll need
Qt and a Qt Creator installed, and then you’ll need to download the source code
for Qt Creator also. The source code is currently on github (https://github.com/qt-
creator/qt-creator) but it could be available in a different location in the future, so
it’s recommended to check Qt’s website to find where the source code is available.
After cloning the git repository, you’ll need to compile it, the first option, is to do
it from the terminal, like this:
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Listing 2.1: Compiling - Linux
mkdir bu i ld
cd bu i ld
qmake . . / q t c r e a t o r . pro
make
The other option is to open it with the previously installed Qt Creator, and there
you can just build it like any other Qt application (works on any OS).
After having a built Qt Creator from source, then we can create a new project
from the pre-installed Qt Creator: New Project -> Library -> Qt Creator Plugin.
Choose the location, and the name of the project - just like with any other project,
then it will ask for details about the plugin:
Figure 2.1: Dialog for creating plugins
We have to specify the source folder for Qt Creator, and where it’s built, and
also some basic information about the plugin. These can be changed later, the Qt
Creator sources and build path can be changed in the .pro project file, if we look
for these lines:
isEmpty (IDE_SOURCE_TREE) : IDE_SOURCE_TREE = $$ (QTC_SOURCE)
isEmpty (IDE_SOURCE_TREE) : IDE_SOURCE_TREE = "/new/ f u l l /path/
f o r /qt−c r e a t o r "
isEmpty (IDE_BUILD_TREE) : IDE_BUILD_TREE = $$ (QTC_BUILD)
isEmpty (IDE_BUILD_TREE) : IDE_BUILD_TREE = "/new/ f u l l /path/
f o r / bu i ld "
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The generic information about the plugin is stored in a json file [PluginName].json.in.
It can be edited later with any text editor:
Listing 2.2: MyPlugin.json.in
{
"Name" : " MyPlugin ",
" Version " : "0.0.1" ,
" CompatVersion " : "0.0.1" ,
"Vendor" : " MyCompany ",
" Copyright " : "(C) MyCompany ",
" License " : "Put your license information here",
" Description " : "Put a short description of your
plugin here",
"Url" : "http :// www. mycompany .com",
$$dependencyList
}
Now we should have an empty Qt Creator plugin, that will be able to build, but
it will only work now with the Qt Creator we built from source – so there is a Qt
Creator we develop the plugin with, and another one, where we can try out our
new plugin. It’s possible to test the plugin immediately with the same Qt Creator
that we used for development, but it’s risky - if there are some errors/segmentation
faults, etc. it could crash the IDE we develop in, but if we use a safe, "sand-box"
IDE, which we are using only for testing, IDE-breaking errors are easier to fix. The
plugins are located in the [Qt Creator build folder]/lib/qtcreator/plugins/ folder -
we can remove our plugin from there, if needed, or we can place plugins there.
Qt Creator will only load your plugin if it’s inherited from the base plugin inter-
face ExtensionSystem::IPlugin, and has a line like this within it’s class definition:
Q_PLUGIN_METADATA( IID " org . qt−p r o j e c t . Qt . QtCreatorPlugin "
FILE "MyPlugin . j son " )
The "org.qt-project.Qt.QtCreatorPlugin" IID carries that information, that this plu-
gin is meant to be a Qt Creator plugin - and also you can change the name of the
json file used to display the basic informations about your plugin.
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2.3 Architecture
Qt Creator is only a base executable with a plugin framework and the plugins provide
all the features Qt Creator has to offer - the project explorer widgets, text editor,
auto completions, debugging, building a project, even the main window is a plugin.
This allows plugin creators to add any feature they would like, as a plugin can depend
on other plugins, and use their interfaces which they provide access to, and extend
it’s features - nearly everything is modifiable. Qt Creator’s ExtensionSystem has
a PluginManager which loads the plugins first creating a PluginSpec containing
it’s metadata, and the plugin itself, inherited from IPlugin. The next section about
the lifecycle of a plugin will talk about IPlugin’s virtual functions that need to be
implemented.
The five main plugins will be described in detail that provide most of Qt Cre-
ator’s functionalities, namely Core, ProjectExplorer, Debugger, TextEditor and
VcsBase - they are sometimes referred as namespaces (for example the Core names-
pace). Each section will talk about that namespace’s features, what it provides, and
some examples how to use their interfaces, and extend it’s features.
Figure 2.2: The architecture of Qt Creator Plugins
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2.4 Lifecycle of a plugin
In order to better understand how a plugin works, we need to know how Qt Creator
manages them, how plugins are loaded, initialized, and how are they destructed.
The following events occour when Qt Creator is opened:
1. Looks for all dynamic libraries in it’s search path, and reads their meta-
data. If the library does not have any metadata, or it’s IID is not set to
org.qt-project.Qt.QtCreatorPlugin, Qt Creator ignores it.
2. Creates an instance of the ExtensionSystem::PluginSpec class for each plu-
gin. This class is a container for all the information from the plugin speci-
fication, and additionally tracks the state of the plugin. You can get these
instances via the plugin manager’s plugins() function, or, after a plugin is
loaded, through the plugin’s pluginSpec() function.
3. Sets all plugins to Read state.
4. Verifies dependencies (if they exists, and compatible) for each plugin.
5. Sets all plugins to Resolved state.
6. Sorts the plugins into a load queue, where a plugin is positioned before (but not
always directly) other plugins, that depend on it. This way, the initialization
of the plugins will happen in the proper order.
7. Loads the plugins in order, and creates their IPlugin instances. Constructors
are called only.
8. Sets all plugins to Loaded state.
9. Calls the plugins initialize functions, in the order of the load queue. In
the initialize function a plugin should make sure all of it’s exported inter-
faces are set up, and available for other plugins. A plugin can also assume it’s
dependencies exports are set up.
10. Sets all plugins to Initialized state.
11. Calls the plugins extensionsInitialized function, in reverse order of the
load queue. After that, a plugin should be fully initialized, and set up, and
running. A plugin can assume all other plugin’s that depend on it, and fully
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set up, and can finish the initialization of parts, that can be extended by other
plugins.
12. Sets all plugins to Running state.
Figure 2.3: Sequential diagram of a plugin’s initialization
After this startup process the Core plugin’s Core::ICore sends two signals:
• Before Qt Creator’s UI is shown: coreAboutToOpen()
• After Qt Creator’s UI is shown: coreOpened()
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After Qt Creator’s main event loop is running, the plugin manager calls each plugin’s
delayedInitialize function in reverse order of the load queue. In this function a
plugin can preform non-critical initialization steps, that could unnecessarily delay
Qt Creator’s startup time. This function is called on the main thread, but with a
delay between each call, to ensure the responsiveness of Qt Creator.
Plugin manager sends the initializationDone signal after all the delayed ini-
tializations are done.
Before shutdown, the Core plugin’s Core::ICore sends the coreAboutToClose()
signal, after that the PluginManager starts it’s shutdown sequence:
1. Calls every plugins aboutToShutdown() function in order of the load queue.
Plugins should preform measures to speed up the shutdown process, for exam-
ple disconnecting signals, etc. If a plugin needs to delay the shutdown process,
it can return with AsynchronousShutdown, then the plugin manager will keep
the main eventloop running, until all plugins requesting asynchronous shut-
down emitted their asynchronousShutdownFinished signal.
2. Destroys all plugins in reverse order of the load queue, by deleting their
ExtensionSystem::IPlugin instances.
2.5 Core
The Core namespace contains classes and interfaces that will help with a Qt Creator
plugin’s basic funcionalities. It gives you access to create new panels, welcome page,
wizard factories, options page, command buttons. You can add an external editor
for certain mime-types, add custom elements to the search bar, custom filters. In
short, you will find most of the things needed for your plugin in this namespace.
The most important features will be detailed below.
2.5.1 Creating an action button
Adding an action button is easy, the default project even gives an example of it.
We will need some header files in the coreplugin/actionmanager folder, namely
actionmanager.h, command.h, and actioncontainer.h. First, we’ll need to create
a QAction, then give it as a parameter to a Core::Command, and also give our
Command a unique ID. ID’s are important, Qt Creator uses them to find specific
objects, and it also gives plugin developers options, to access internal Qt Creator
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objects, such as menus, action buttons. The Core::Id can be constructed from a
simple const char* or a string. After creating a Core::Command we can create a
Core::ActionContainer, then add the Core::Command to that container, then we
add the Core::ActionContainer to an actual menu:
QAction* action = new QAction(tr("MyPlugin Action"), this);












The code above adds a MyPlugin menu into the Tools menu of Qt Creator, and by
hovering over MyPlugin menu, we can click "MyPlugin Action" - and by connecting
to the triggered signal, whenever it’s pressed, our slot will be invoked. We also added
a hotkey for our action button: Ctrl + Alt + Meta + A will immediately trigger
the action. We could add this menu into the Tools menu in Qt Creator, because we
knew it’s ID from the <coreplugin/coreconstants.h> header file, where all sorts
of ID’s can be found for Qt Creator.
Variations: What if we want a dedicated menu on the menu bar, not just inserting
a sub-menu into the Tools menu? We can add the menu to the menu bar by searching
for the menu bar’s id (Core::Constants::MENU_BAR), and also we can set in the






What if we don’t want an entire sub-menu, just a clickable menu element in the
Tools menu? We can skip creating a Core::ActionContainer menu, and just use
the addAction function instead:
Core::ActionManager::actionContainer(Core::Constants::M_TOOLS)
->addAction(cmd);
2.5.2 Creating an options widget
Qt Creator’s plugin interface gives you tools to add your own settings page - as a
plugin might need it, and it’s also very simple. We will need to inherit a class from
Core::IOptionsPage, which is found in <coreplugin/dialogs/ioptionspage.h>
header file. It has four virtual functions - three of them are pure virtual, we will
need to implement them:
• virtual bool matches(const QString &searchKeyWord) const;
• virtual QWidget *widget() = 0;
• virtual void apply() = 0;
• virtual void finish() = 0;
The first one is not purely virtual, so it’s optional if we implement it - Qt Creator’s
Options has a search bar, if the user searches for something, Qt Creator will notify
us by calling the matches function, and if it returns with true, this option page will
show up in the results.
The second one returns the widget itself with the user interface - it can be any
type of widget we designed with the form designer, we’ll just have to make a new
instance of it, and return it. It is only called when this options page’s category is
opened. The widget will be deleted by Qt Creator, when the options page is closed.
Apply is only called when the user pressed the Apply or the OK button in Qt Cre-
ator’s options, and our settings page was shown (the user clicked it, and may made
changes) - so we can apply and save the options set up by the user. We can use any
method for saving our settings, but it’s preferred to use the built in QSettings class in
which we can store key and value pairs, but we’ll need to be sure not to overwrite any
settings stored by other plugins, or Qt Creator, to avoid breaking something. We can
have our own subcategory by calling QSettings::setValue("MyPlugin/keyName",




It can be accessed with QSettings::value("MyPlugin/keyName", "defaultVal")
- we can give a default value in the second paramteter, if the key does not ex-
ist. The returned value is a QVariant that can be converted into string, integer,
double, datetime, etc. Qt Creator’s own QSettings instance can be accessed with
Core::ICore::instance()->settings().
The third method, finish() is called when Qt Creator’s option page is closed,
whether the user clicked OK, or apply, or close. It is useful to finish up things related
to the options page.
In the constructor we will need to set up our ID with setId to a unique ID,
and then a display name - this will be the tab’s name in the option category
(setDisplayName), and we’ll have to select an option category - also by it’s dis-
play name: setDisplayCategory










































The next diagram shows how widget, apply, and finish is called. The first one
is when Qt Creator’s options is opened, and closed without clicking on our options
page’s category. The second one is when our category is shown, and our options page
is also shown, and then closed with the OK button, or the Apply button was pressed
before closing the options with OK or close. In this case, the apply function could be
called multiple times - as many times as the user presses it. The third diagram shows
when our category is shown, but out options page was not displayed - or the same
sequence happens when our options page was displayed, but Qt Creator’s options
were exited without saving.
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Figure 2.4: Sequential diagram of different cases of function calls made towards an
options page
2.5.3 Creating an output pane
Qt Creator has these pane’s at the bottom of the IDE, it’s mostly used for application
output, displaying warnings, errors, search results, and we can also add a pane, to dis-
play our plugin’s features. We will need to inherit a class from Core::IOutputPane,
which is found in <coreplugin/ioutputpane.h> header file. It has several virtual
functions which need to be implemented:
• QString displayName() - the returned string will be displayed as the Output
pane’s name in the Pane selection bar.
• QWidget* outputWidget(QWidget *parent) - the returned widget will be
displayed when the user selects this output pane. It can be any kind of form -
can be designed with the form designer.
• int priorityInStatusBar() - the output panes are in specific order in the
bottom pane selection menu, the higher priority this function returns, this
pane will be more ahead, smaller priority will put it in the back.
• void visibilityChanged(bool visible) - it is called when this output pane
appears, or disappears.
• bool canFocus() - if we want to be notified when our widget should be fo-
cused, return true, otherwise if we don’t need such information, return false.
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• bool hasFocus() - return whether our output widget is focused.
• void setFocus() - it is called when our output pane is focused. Our displayed
widget’s setFocus can be called.
• void clearContents() - Qt Creator provides three toolbar widgets for each
output pane - a clear contents button, a next button, and a previous button.
This function is called when out output pane is open, and the clear contents
button is pressed.
• bool canNext() - returning true will allow the next button to be pressed,
returning false will gray out the next button.
• bool canPrevious() - returning true will allow the previous button to be
pressed, returning false will gray out the previous button.
• void goToNext() - it is called when the next button is pressed.
• void goToPrev() - it is called when the previous button is pressed.
• bool canNavigate() - by returning false we can completely disable the left
and right navigation buttons for this output pane.
• QList<QWidget*> toolBarWidgets() - we can add additional toolbar widgets
next to the clear contents, next and previous buttons by creating a list of them.
After implementing these virtual functions, our output pane is working - and can
be designed in the form designer. It’s also important to not use (or not use too big)
minimum widget size on our output pane, as it forces a minimum size on the entire
Qt Creator also, so it’s advised to put the output widget inside a scroll area, so if the
IDE gets too small, the output will be scrollable instead of preventing Qt Creator
to be resized any smaller.
In order to register the IOutputPane we need to register it during initialization
via ExtensionSystem::PluginManager::addObject. Upon shutdown, the object
also needs to be removed via ExtensionSystem::PluginManager::removeObject.
2.5.4 Adding tasks
Sometimes it is useful to display a little progress bar when a plugin is doing some-
thing in the background. Qt Creator gives an interface for this, it will look like
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the build progress bar Qt Creator uses, and we can control the progress percent-
age too. It’s very simple, we just need to call Core::ProgressManager::addTask,
from <coreplugin/progressmanager/progressmanager.h> header file. Three pa-
rameters need to be given, a QFuture<void> reference, a title, and an ID. More
tasks progress can be displayed in the same progressbar by calling addTask with the
same ID. Any class inherited from QFuture<void> is accepted, but we can also use
QFutureInterface<void> instead - an easy interface to display the progress. We
can set the progress range with setProgressRange(int from, int to), and then
set the progress value with setProgressValue(int to), and report that the task
is started, and finished with reportStarted and reportFinished.













In this example we just created a task, set it to 50% done, and after finishing a task,
at a later time, we reported it being finished.
2.5.5 Adding a navigation widget
Navigation widgets appear on the sidebars of Qt Creator, it is mostly used for
displaying the open projects, and open documents (as these two are the default
options). These sidebars can be split, and more navigation widgets can be shown,
each of them is separately changeable via a combobox.
In order to add a navigation widget we need to implement a class based on
the interface INavigationWidgetFactory. In it’s constructor we need to set up it’s
display name via setDisplayName, it’s priority (higher = less important - Qt uses
100, 200, etc values) via setPriority, it’s Id via setId, and a shortcut key can
also be added via setActivationSequence. The virtual functions that need to be
implemented are:
• saveSettings - invoked upon closing Qt Creator - provides a QSettings file to
save the current settings related to displaying data - also provides an integer
ID for the specific instance, and a pointer to the displayed QWidget.
• restoreSettings - settings can be read to resume the same state of the nav-
igation widget.
• createWidget - returns a NaviagtionView object, which consists of a QWidget
instance - the navigation widget to be displayed, and a list of QToolButtons -
the toolbar buttons that needed to be displayed for this navigation widget.
The INavigationWidgetFactory’s constructor registers itself to the list of nav-
igation factories, so we only need to create an instance of it, and then keep it until
Qt Creator closes.
Figure 2.6: Relations between navigation view related classes
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2.6 ProjectExplorer
The tools in the ProjectExplorer namespace provide methods to access the cur-
rently open projects, view or modify the build process of a project, or create a
custom project creation wizard. A lot of other plugins depend on ProjectExplorer,
for example: Debugger, VcsBase, Valgrind, ClangCodeModel, etc...
2.6.1 Projects and files
Accessing information about currently open projects, and their project instances
can be achieved via the ProjectExplorer::ProjectTree class, which is a singleton,
ProjectTree’s instance() function returns the pointer for it. The currentProject
function returns a pointer to the currently open project, it can be a null pointer if
there are no open projects.
Figure 2.7: Relations between project related classes
The ProjectExplorer::Project class contains all the necessary information
about a project: it’s build targets, files, kits, name, etc. It is mostly useful for gath-
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ering information about a project, for example, let’s try to gather all the files a
project has: project’s have nodes assigned to them, which can be of these four types:
FileNode, FolderNode, ProjectNode and ContainerNode. We can get a list of
files from the ProjectExplorer::Project::files function needs a parameter of
NodeMatcher type - it’s a function that accepts a ProjectExplorer::Node as a
parameter, and returns a boolean value, if the node matches - any custom func-
tion can be given to it. The ProjectExplorer::Project class provides three base




Utils::FilePathList t_list = ProjectExplorer::ProjectTree::instance()
->currentProject()->files(ProjectExplorer::Project::SourceFiles);
//process the FilePathList
2.6.2 Builds and build steps
Each project can have multiple targets, and each target can have multiple build
configurations. Build configurations contain build step lists. Each build step can
have a build step configuration widget, and a build step factory. There are separate
builds steps for cleaning, building, and deploying.
Build steps are stored in a project’s configuration file generated by Qt Creator
(.pro.user), and once a build step is added for a project’s target, it remains there,
no need to add it again.
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Figure 2.8: Relations between build step related classes
Getting notified about the build configuration changing is a multiple-depth noti-
fication process. First we have to connect a slot to ProjectExplorer::ProjectTree
singleton’s currentProjectChanged signal, then connect a slot to that Project’s
activeTargetChanged signal and then for the final step connect a slot to that
Target’s activeBuildConfigurationChanged signal.
The next diagram will show the steps to be made when a signal about a changed
project, target, or build configuration. The function calls for changed target, and
build configuration are also necessary when the project is changed, and the function
calls to changed build configuration is also necessary, when the target is changed -
it won’t emit an extra signal for it. A C++/Qt example code can be found about
this matter in the appendix.
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Figure 2.9: Keeping the currently active build step list up to date
2.7 Debugger
The Debugger plugin gives access to basic debugging functionalities, and also gives
access to add a new debug widget. There are several other plugins depending on
Debugger: ClangTools, CppCheck, Valgrind, etc.
2.7.1 Adding a debug perspective
Currently numerous plugins are using debug perspectives to assist the developer in
coding, for example Clang-Tidy and Clazy’s static code analyzers can be run, and
viewed in a debug perspective, or performance analyzers, also valgrind’s perspective
(memcheck), and callgrind’s perspective is available, along with a QML profiler (a
Qt GUI markup language), also the basic debugger perspective, where breakpoints
and other debug related informations can be viewed.
The debugger plugin has a class called DebuggerMainWindow which is it’s primary
output widget. Creating an instance of Utils::Perspective registers itself to the
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DebuggerMainWindow’s singleton instance. Using this Perspective’s functions, we
can add toolbar widgets, toolbar buttons, and custom widgets to the debug panel,
when our debug perspective is active. The following functions are the most useful
ones:
• addWindow(QWidget *widget, OperationType op,
QWidget *anchorWidget,bool visibleByDefault = true,
Qt::DockWidgetArea area = Qt::BottomDockWidgetArea)
– widget - the widget to be added.
– op - there are multiple options, either we can use SplitVertical to split
the widget vertically, SplitHorizontal to split the widget horizontally,
AddToTab to add the new widget to a tab selection, or Raise to raise the
current widget.
– anchorWidget - we can specify a previously added widget as an anchor
to the previously given operation - for example splitting.
– area - the DockWidgetArea to be used - can be BottomDockWidgetArea,
TopDockWidgetArea, RightDockWidgetArea and LeftDockWidgetArea.
• addToolBarAction(QAction *action) - adds a QAction toolbar element to the
toolbar.
• addToolBarWidget(QWidget *widget) - adds an entire widget to the toolbar.
• addToolbarSeparator() - adds a separator to the toolbar.
• setEnabled(bool enabled) - sets whether this perspective is enabled at the
moment (is selectable).
A little example code of using the Perspective:
//header
Utils::Perspective m_perspective{"MyPlugin.MyPerspective",







This namespace provides tools to modify the text editor area, create custom text
editor layouts, highlighters, code assist, etc. There are numerous other plugins de-
pending on TextEditor: ClangCodeModel, CppCheck, Git, Valgrind, etc.
2.8.1 TextMarks
Textmarks are inline informations displayed in the text editor for each line - for
example warnings, and errors can be displayed via textmarks. It provides a virtual
paintIcon function which gives you a QPainter and a QRect to specify where is the
icon needed (at the beginning of the line, before the line counter). PaintAnnotation
provides a function to preform the paint event of the actual annotation - giving you
all the information where and how the annotation is needed to be drawn. There are
also a set of virtual functions that can be overridden like: the filename is updated,
the line is updated, when the annotation is clicked, etc. There is no need to override
any of the functions, as it can be used by calling it’s already implemented functions.
In it’s constructor we pass the filename, line, and a category (Core::Id) of this
annotation. Then in the constructor we set the tooltip text via setDefaultToolTip,
the priority (can be LowPriority, NormalPriority, and HighPriority), set an icon
via setIcon, color via setColor and the text to be displayed at the end of the line
with setLineAnnotation. When everything is set up, we add this textmark to a
TextEditor::TextDocument with addMark and our annotation for that line will
appear.
2.8.2 QuickFixOperation and assist interfaces
QuickFixOperations are very simple annotations displayed with a lightbulb icon,
when they are pressed, a short text description is displayed about this quick fix,
and upon clicking it, the quick fix is applied. The interface is also very simple, it
has a virtual function priority which returns an integer with the priority of the
operation (or there is no need to implement it, as it can be set with the setPriority
function), a virtual function called description - returns a string to be displayed
about the operation (or can be set via setDescription, and there’s no need to
implelent this also), and finally there is a preform function - to apply this fix.
These quick fixes are often used together with TextEditor::AssistInterface
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- as they describe which document, which line, filename belongs to this quick fix.
These AssistInterfaces can be given to a class inherited from IAssistProcessor
which returns an IAssistProposal. An IAssistProposal has to provide a widget
inherited from IAssistProposalWidget, and a proposal model ProposalModelPtr.
The proposal model has a reset function to clear it’s contents, a size function
to return the elements of proposals, and a text function returning a string to
the given index. The assist proposal widget is a QFrame and it has some numer-
ous set functions, a show proposal, update proposal and close proposal functions.
IAssistProcessors are created with an IAssistProvider - it returns a new in-
stance of an assist processor, and returns the kind of assist processor (synchronous,
asynchronous or asynchronous with thread). These assist providers can be given to
the text editor’s CodeAssist instance.
There is an implementation of IAssistProposal called GenericProposal, and
a GenericProposalModel and a GenericProposalWidget implementing the model
and widget - for most of the cases this implementation will be enough. It has a
static function that creates this proposal with two arguments, a AssistInterface,
and a list of QuickFixOperations. This is the most convenient way to imple-
ment the IAssistProcessor, as we have an AssistInterface, we generate the
QuickFixOperations for it, and with these data, we can immediately create a
GenericProposal. The following diagram will show the connection between all of
the classes mentioned before:
Figure 2.10: Relations between assist proposal and "quick fix operation" related
classes
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2.8.3 BaseTextEditor and TextEditorWidget
The TextEditor::BaseTextEditor - which can be added to the interface - is in-
herited from the core plugin’s Core::IEditor - it implements the basic functions of
IEditor (save state, restore state, duplicate, etc.) and holds a TextEditorWidget
instance. The TextEditorWidget has a pointer to the instance of TextDocument it’s
currently editing, and a number of changes can be done to it - the AutoCompleter
can be changed (you can create your own auto completer inherited from this class),
you can ask it to go to a location within the file, and other text related functions.
If you need a custom text editor, with custom highlighters, auto completers, it’s
practical to inherit this class, and just override parts that are needed.
Figure 2.11: Relations between text editor related classes
2.9 VcsBase
Qt Creator provides version control functionalities for the most popular version
control systems, for example: git and svn. VcsBase - where Vcs stands for Version
control support - provides tools to extend Qt Creator’s version control capabilities.
In order to add support to a new version control system, we need to use tools from
more namespaces, such as Core and TextEditor.
First we need to implement a class based on Core::IVersionControl. This
class helps to track files - what happens to them, and send information to Qt
Creator. Along with IVersionControl another class needs to be implemented:
Core::TopicCache - it’s a simple class caching tracked files - timestamp data, and
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topic data(branch), it is needed for IVersionControl’s constructor. The following
useful functions can be implemented in IVersionControl:
• displayName - returns the version control system’s display name.
• id - returns the Core:Id of this object.
• isVcsFileOrDirectory - returns true if the file or directory is maintained by
the version control system.
• managesDirectory and managesFile - returns if the file/directory is managed
by the version control system.
• isConfigured - returns true if the version control system is configured to run.
• supportsOperation - returns true, if this version control system supports the
given operation - which is an enumeration that can be add, delete, move, create
repository, snapshot, annotate, and initial checkout.
• openSupportMode - returns the OpenSupportMode enumeration to the file
given in the parameter. The return value can be:
– The file can be edited without noticing the version control support
– The file can be opened by the version control support - or hijacked.
– The file must always be opened by the version control system.
• vcsOpen - called prior to save, if the file is read only.
• vcsAdd, vcsDelete vcsMove - these functions are called when a file is added
to the project, deleted from the project or renamed.
• vcsCreateRepository - called to initialize the version control system in a
directory.
• vcsTopic - returns the name of the current branch.
• vcsAnnotate - display annotation for a file and scroll to line (file and line
given in parameters).
Also the following signals can be emitted to notify Qt Creator about changes:
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• repositoryChanged(const QString &repository) - notify Qt creator that
the repository has been changed.
• filesChanged(const QStringList &files) - notify Qt Creator that these
files have been changed.
• configurationChanged() - notify Qt Creator about configuration change.
After implementing the base file tracking functions, the next step is to imple-
ment a class based on VcsBase::VcsBaseClientImpl. It’s best to implement all
the features of the version control system within this class, and call these func-
tions from different parts of the project, as they will have a pointer to this class.
Although almost everything is implemented here, there are only a few virtual func-
tions that needs to be implemented, vcsBinary returns the path to the version
control system’s executable, processEnvironment returns a QProcessEnvironment
- which is a key-value map of the environment values. The annotate function re-
turns a VcsBaseEditorWidget - and the parameters determine the working di-
rectory, file, revision, line number, and some extra options. There’s also a pro-
tected virtual function called annotateRevisionRequested, it’s connected to an-
other VcsBaseEditorWidget’s annotateRevisionRequested signal, the base class
implements this, and calls the annotate function.
VcsBaseEditorWidget is based on TextEditor::TextEditorWidget - it’s pur-
pose is to provide an easier to use text editor widget to diff files, and other version
control system features. On top of TextEditorWidget it provides a virtual init
function, and provide a set of virtual functions to add diff menus, to get the annota-
tion changes, etc. These editors have to be created by VcsEditorFactory instances.
They need four parameters, a VcsBaseEditorParameters which gives the basic edi-
tor content type: log output, annotate output, diff output, or other content, then the
editor’s ID, name, and mimetype. The other parameters are functions: the widget
creator, a function that will call your VcsBaseClient to describe a specific file, and
a last parameter: a parent pointer. There is no need to store this factory, it will
register itself into the list of factories, and will be deleted on shutdown.






VcsBaseEditorParameters editorparameters = {LogOutput,
"myplugin.editorID",
"My version control editor",
"text/vnd.qtcreator.myvcs.log"};
const auto widgetCreator = []() { return new MyEditorWidget; };
new VcsEditorFactory(&editorParameters, widgetCreator,
describeFunc, this);
This namespace also provides a settings page VcsBase::VcsClientOptionsPage
and VcsBase::VcsClientOptionsPageWidget - they are automatically added to the
version control options, and it’s constructor asks for your Core::IVersionControl
and VcsBaseClientImpl implementations. The provided option page widget uses
a VcsBase::VcsBaseClientSettings to save basic version control system configu-
rations, and we can create a class inherited from this VcsBaseClientSettings to
save our version control system specific data.
There is also a tool to provide an editor widget for commits (or submits) caled
VcsBase::VcsBaseSubmitEditor that can provide a widget in case of the changes
are submitted to the version control system. It works similar to the editor widgets,
they need to be registered with a VcsSubmitEditorFactory.
In the figure below we can see the classes that need to be implemented in case
of adding a new version control system to Qt Creator.
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Implemented plugin 1 -
CodeCheckerPlugin
3.1 User documentation
CodeChecker is a static analysis infrastructure built on the LLVM/Clang Static An-
alyzer toolchain. It helps the developer in detecting errors which do not show during
the compilation because the code is syntactically is correct, but during runtime the
error might cause problems. Integrating a tool like this into the IDE - which will
do the analysis automatically, and display the found errors in it is definitely a great
help for a developer.
3.1.1 Prequisites, installation and setup
CodeChecker has to be installed - the installation process can be found on the
project’s github site. Once it is installed we need to find our Qt Creator’s plugins
folder - usually [Qt Creator’s installation path]/lib/qtcreator/plugins. Place the pre-
compiled library into that folder, and it is installed.
Once the plugin is in it’s place, and Qt Creator loads it, we need to set up
CodeChecker’s path. In the options, under C++, open the tab called CodeChecker
Plugin, and set up CodeChecker’s executable path, and CodeChecker’s environment
activate script (usually in [CodeChecker’s folder]/venv/bin/activate). Once these
two fields are set up, CodeChecker should be working within Qt Creator.
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3.1.2 Compiling
This plugin can be compiled with a Qt Creator (like any other Qt Project), after
compiling a different version of Qt Creator, as detailed in "2.2 Creating a Qt
Creator plugin", and having Thrift version 0.11.0 installed.
3.1.3 Usage
The usage is very simple - after building a project, the plugin automatically runs
the CodeChecker analyzer on that current project, and once it’s done it displays
the results in the CodeChecker output pane. In the output pane, a tree structure is
displayed - each tree root is a different error, and upon opening a root it’s further
informations are displayed, line by line. Each line also has a file and line number
identification, which upon clicking it brings the text editor’s cursor to that line.
Automatic analysis after building can be turned off in the settings, and analysis
can be run manually by right clicking the project in the project tree, and selecting
"CodeChecker Analysis". On the toolbar row, there is a combo box, where you can
switch between previous results, based on the project’s name.
An example of the analysis results:
Figure 3.1: CodeCheckerPlugin’s output pane
The options page layout - CodeChecker’s environment and executable can be
given, also the automatic analysis after each build can be turned on or off:
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Figure 3.2: CodeCheckerPlugin’s options page
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3.2 Developer documentation
3.2.1 Class reletions diagram
Figure 3.3: Relations between classes
3.2.2 Short class descriptions
CodeCheckerPlugin
CodeCheckerPlugin is the main class in this project, inherited from the IPlugin
interface. It registers all the custom classes such as the output pane, the options
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page, and creates CodeCheckerService. It also registers the CodeChecker’s build
steps as detailed in the "2.6.2 Builds and build steps" section.
CodeCheckerOutputWindow and OutputWidget
CodeCheckerOutputWindow creates the output pane, and returns an OutputWidget
instance. OutputWidget contains a treeview, and displays the results of the analysis.
It connects to the CodeChecker server instance (ran by CodeCheckerService in the
background) via the Thrift API and fetches the project’s results. It also provides a
QComboBox for the toolbar - to switch between previous results. The methodology
used to add this output pane is detailed in "2.5.3 Creating an output pane"
section.
CodeCheckerOptionsPage and OptionsPageWidget
CodeCheckerOptionsPage sets up the option page widget, and it’s displayname and
category, and creates an OptionsPageWidget. OptionsPageWidget displays the in-
put fields, and upon saving, it’s fields can be accessed, so CodeCheckerOptionsPage
saves it in Qt Creator’s settings file. The methodology to create this option widget
is detailed in "2.5.2 Creating an options widget" section.
Build steps
CodeCheckerBuildStepFactory registers the CodeCheckerBuildStep step, and also
specifies this build step’s display name, and supported build step lists - in this case,
building steps. CodeCheckerBuildStep generates the compilation database and calls
CodeCheckerService’s analyze function, and upon completion finishes the build
step. CodeCheckerPrebuildStepConfigWidget is a build step config widget cre-
ated by CodeCheckerBuildStep - it returns a display text, and a summary text.
CodeCheckerService
Creates an instance of CodeCheckingInstance and returns it when a new analysis
is needed (called directly from the context menu, or by the build step). It also runs
a CodeChecker server in the background.
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CodeCheckingInstance
Handles the analyzing process itself via a QProcess and displays a task widget
during the analyzing process. Emits a signal when the analysis is completed, and
after that CodeCheckerService deletes this instance.
CodeCheckerUtils
CodeCheckerUtils is a static class, it is used to store the current settings val-
ues (CodeChecker’s path, env, and whether the analysis should be done automat-
ically), and also stores a pointer to CodeCheckerService (set during initialization
by CodeCheckerPlugin). This is a common practice in Qt Creator plugins - a static
class that every other class can access, it makes passing data and pointers easier.
Thrift API
CodeCheckerService runs a CodeChecker server in the background which can be
accessed via Thrift API. The API can be generated from ".thrift" files, which are
simple definiton files about the API. In our case - CodeChecker’s API definition files
can be found in it’s "web/api/v6" folder, and generated the C++ implementation
of the API with:
cd web/api
thrift --gen cpp -I . v6/report_server.thrift
The generated files were placed in "gen-cpp" folder, and copied into our project to
query the reports of the most recent run from the server running in the background.
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Chapter 4
Implemented plugin 2 -
MetashellUIPlugin
4.1 User documentation
Metashell is an interactive template metaprogramming shell. MetashellUI is an ex-
isting GUI providing extra features - such as showing pie charts about the execution
times, displaying trees of the execution, etc. Integrating this tool into an IDE makes
it more convenient for the developer to use such a tool.
4.1.1 Prequisites, installation and setup
Metashell has to be installed - the installation process can be found on the project’s
github site. Once it is installed we need to find our Qt Creator’s plugins folder - usu-
ally [Qt Creator’s installation path]/lib/qtcreator/plugins. Place the pre-compiled
library into that folder, and it is installed.
Once the plugin is in it’s place, and Qt Creator loads it, we need to set up
Metashell’s executable path. In the options menu, under C++, open the tab called
Metashell Plugin. We can set up the executable path there.
4.1.2 Compiling
First we have to compile MetashellUILibrary - it can be compiled by opening the
project in Qt Creator, and clicking build. After that, this plugin can be compiled
with a Qt Creator (like any other Qt Project), after compiling a different version of
Qt Creator, as detailed in "2.2 Creating a Qt Creator plugin".
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4.1.3 Usage
There is an output pane at the bottom of the IDE called Metashell, upon clicking
that, MetashellUI’s interface shows up.
Figure 4.1: MetashellUIPlugin’s output pane (interpreter mode)
On the left there are six buttons - enabling easy access to Metashell’s different
functions, and below the buttons there is the terminal - template metaprograms and
metashell commands can be typed or copied in there.
Figure 4.2: MetashellUIPlugin’s output pane (debug mode)
The debugger interface replaces the six buttons with debugging related ones, and
provides a treeview, and a diagram of backtraces and forwardtraces - displaying the
call tree, and the time taken for each node of the tree.
The settings page is very simple, only the path to metashell can be modified.
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Figure 4.3: MetashellUIPlugin’s options page
4.2 Developer documentation
4.2.1 Class relations diagram
Figure 4.4: Relations between classes
4.2.2 Short class descriptions
MetashellUIPlugin
MetashellUIPlugin is the main class in this project, inherited from the IPlugin
interface. It registers all the custom classes such as the output pane and the options
page.
MetashellUIOutputWindow
MetashellUIOutputWindow creates the output pane - it returns an instance of
MetashellMainWindow from MetashellUILibrary. The methodology used to add
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this output pane is detailed in "2.5.3 Creating an output pane" section.
MetashellUIOptionsPage and OptionsPageWidget
MetashellUIOptionsPage sets up the option page widget, and it’s displayname and
category, and creates an OptionsPageWidget. OptionsPageWidget displays the in-
put fields, and upon saving, it’s fields can be accessed, so MetashellUIOptionsPage
saves it in Qt Creator’s settings file. The methodology to create this option widget
is detailed in "2.5.2 Creating an options widget" section.
4.2.3 MetashellUILibrary
The existing MetashellUI application was changed in order to avoid implementing
the same user interface in two different projects - most of the code from MetashellUI
was moved into a library that’s shared between MetashellUI and MetashellUIPlugin.
Some things were generalized, such as the settings (mainly the metashell’s executable
path) comes from outside of MetashellUILibrary (set by setExecutable) - the Qt
Creator plugin saves it in Qt Creator’s settings, and can be changed in the options
- the MetashellUI application asks it at the first run - as it used to be. There were
also a quit button on the application, so when MetashellUILibrary is embedded,
it replaces the Quit button with "Reload Metashell" - as quitting from Qt Creator
would not be an useful feature, when clicking on a plugin’s button. The rest of the





During working on this thesis I learned a lot about Qt Creator, and how an In-
tegrated Development Environments are built in general, and also gained a lot of
experience in how to figure out a lot of architectural decisions about a big project,
and its structure just by analyzing it’s source code.
Qt Creator’s developers built the IDE in a way that almost everything could be
custimizable, any feature could be added via plugins - Qt Creator is just a frame-
work to load it’s plugins, and the plugins provide everything - the main window,
editors, everything. Qt Creator plugins can depend on other plugins, and the plug-
ins are initialized in order of their dependencies (a plugin’s dependencies are before
them in this order), so their interfaces are already available at that point. The Core
plugin provides almost everything - menus, options, output panes, tasks, navigation
widgets, etc. can be added via their interfaces - and they are customizable almost
in any way. The ProjectExplorer plugin provides the logic of projects, and their
files, targets, builds, build steps - anything project related. We could add custom
build steps, access project’s data, and their build information, etc. The Debugger
plugin gives access to the debug perspective’s widgets, and basic debugging func-
tionalities. The TextEditor plugin provides the text editor part of the IDE, and it
can be extended with code completion capabilities, code assist popups can be added,
textmarks can be added, etc. The VcsBase plugin provides tools to make it easier
to integrate a new version control system to Qt Creator.
These were just the five main plugins, but it is most likely enough for whatever
plugin anyone would want to create. Currently there are 68 plugins in Qt Creator’s
repository, all of them providing something extra for Qt Creator - for example there
are a lot of tools for C++ (autocomplete, analysis), and Clang’s code model support,
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also there are support for debug tools like gdb, valgrind, callgrind, and a lot of
implemented version control system, like git, svn, mercurial, etc. All of these features
add up, and each plugin makes Qt Creator more versatile, and easier to use.
During implementing CodeCheckerPlugin, I realized the hardest part wasn’t
writing the implementations to communicate with CodeChecker, the hardest part
was figuring out how to do specific things as a Qt Creator plugin - there were no
guides, just the source to figure out what goes where, and how things can be done.
When the code was nearly completed, a new issue arose - Qt Creator’s interfaces
changed since I started working on the project, and I had to keep up with the
changes. The connection to CodeChecker via Thrift API was much easier, as well
as writing the analysis process.
The implementation of MetashellUIPlugin was much quicker, I already knew
how to write a Qt Creator plugin, and the base of MetashellUIPlugin already existed,
I just needed to pass the widget to Qt Creator, and create an options page for it.
This thesis could be very useful for people trying to learn how to create a plugin
for Qt Creator, as it shows how things can be implemented, and how they work - so




Referenced from 2.6.2 Builds and build steps:
This next example will try to access the build output to the currently active





































ProjectExplorer::BuildStepList* t_list = buildConfiguration
->stepList(Core::Id(
ProjectExplorer::Constants::BUILDSTEPS_BUILD));
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